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- Overview - 
 

 

Good Morning and welcome to term four! 

 

While I considered taking an over enthusiastic approach to the impending ten weeks, the realist in me can't ignore the 

relief I know most our students are feeling at the idea of a home stretch, as well as the limited energy levels at this 

time of year.  

 

Additionally, the commencement of our year eleven's exams in week one hasn't left much room for rest, reflection or 

fun- which doesn't exactly seem fair, nor does the introduction of year 12 syllabus following. Alas, we will adapt and 

adjust to the needs presented, ensuring that all of our students feel supported on all levels.  

 

Last term was monumental for TMC. Not only did it mark a year since we opened, we enrolled at least one new 

student per week. I've always believed in placing ducks in their rows and crawling before one walks. If it weren't for 

the strong foundations cemented over the last year, it would have been much harder to adjust to the dramatic jump, 

than it was. This brings me to the theme for term four- Solidification and Implementation.  

 

Another factor that positively influenced our growth in term three was the theme and program schedule I 

implemented called #GoodEnough. This involved an honest, safe and transformational enquiry into the limiting and 

negative messages we tell ourselves. We saw students develop the ability to identify when such thoughts arise; where 

they come from and slowing working to challenge and rewire their inner critic.  

 

Following on from this, I wish to foster consistency and solidification across the board. Being self aware, self accepting 

and on top of out thoughts is a life long process that is never perfect. Additionally, everyone's #goodenough is 

different, as we are all unique beings. Therefore, there will not be a one size fits all program implemented, instead 

regular check ins and healthy challenging of limiting attitudes and beliefs will be a weekly occurrence.  

 

I wish everyone a wonderfully healthy and relaxed term. Thank you for your on going support as always! 

 

Isabella Mitchell  
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